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Learn to paint with groundbreaking new techniques for a favorite medium!â€¢ Dazzling colors,

incredible realismâ€”with simple step-by-step demonstrationsâ€¢ Easy-to-follow instructions from a

top colored-pencil artistâ€¢ Master the wide range of colored pencil effects possible, including

blending, layering, translucent effects, and more Radiant colorâ€¦painterly finishesâ€¦astonishing

realismâ€¦with colored pencils! Achieve rich, luminous color and eye-popping ultra-realistic effects.

Artists of every level will be inspired by the amazing new techniques created by Alyona Nickelsen,

presented inÂ Colored Pencil Painting BibleÂ for the very first time.  Nickelsenâ€™s innovations will

delight readers and detailed you-can-do-it processes bring her striking results within reach for every

artist. Take colored pencils beyond the ordinary withÂ Colored Pencil Painting Bible!
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Colored Pencil Painting Bible: Techniques for Achieving Luminous Color and Ultra-Realistic

EffectsI've long enjoyed Alyona Nickelsen's newsletter from [...] so I was aware of the beauty of her

brilliant hyper-realistic colored pencil paintings. She favors Prismacolors on Stonehenge paper, with

a fine eye for incredible detail and the patience of a saint to create rather large works with

incredible, meticulous workmanship.I already have several other good volumes on colored pencil

realism -- Cecile Baird's Painting Light with Colored Pencils, Arlene Steinberg's Masterful Color, and

quite a few Gary Greene volumes. I've successfully done colored pencils realism for years and have

used Prismacolors since I was a high school kid in 1971 when I twisted my grandmother's arm to

get the largest set of colored pencils then available -- 72 Prismacolors. I never looked back.I looked

at this new book as a sweet addition to my library. Some new projects, maybe a few things I'd never



run into. I did not expect to find so many useful tips when I've already got so many good volumes!

Alyona Nickelsen is an inventive person. She has her own solutions to many technical details about

using the medium and she has a prose style that makes extremely advanced concepts clear even to

a complete beginner.I'm also a fiction writer and a good judge of writing style. English is not Ms.

Nickelsen's native language -- and I believe this gives her a little bit of an advantage in explaining

things.

Finally- a truly outstanding and beautifully researched and presented book on today's colored pencil

artwork. The appendix alone is worth the price of the book- which has charts showing the lightfast

ratings of (almost) all major brands of colored pencils (including the brand new Caran d'Ache

Luminance pencils, Derwent Colorsoft, Faber-Castell Polychromos and many more)...well, all

except standard Prismacolors since the manufacturers would not give the author that information. A

very useful color index is also given for colors when it was available, which gives you information

about what pigments were used in the manufacture of the pencils...and another thing I have been

wanting- an up-front break-down of which pencils are waxed based and which are oil based.This

book has all the information you will need- such as materials, including much needed information on

solvents to achieve a paintery look that puts colored pencils out of the 'drawing' stage and into the

'fine art painting' stage. Information about how to rough up paper to achieve certain effects (such as

orange peel)and how to frame colored pencils is included, and a great (and easily understandable)

section on color theory, light (and shadows). Her explanations are so clear and easy to understand

that they are like a breath of fresh air.Mastering Essential Techniques is a terrific section, that

includes the use of photos and photoshop. I loved seeing the equipment she uses too- including the

new electric hot and cold colored pencil drawing tablet.

If you're an intermediate or advanced artist with colored pencil experience this is a good book.If

you're new to colored pencils like I am this is not the right book for you. It starts out covering a lot of

things as if you have never used colored pencils, then moves onto advanced topics.What bothers

me is the book title and description saying: `incredible realism- with simple

you-can-do-it-processes!'. Which is very misleading. Same thing when you look inside the book and

see it starting with basics like colored pencil choices and paper choices. I assumed that it was going

to progress from the very basics all the way through.The highest rated 5-star review is titled: `Great

for beginner to expert' and says: `If you have no experience with colored pencils or colored pencil

realism, this book will take you from total beginner to gallery level brilliant hyper-realism'.Almost



every example goes something like this: I layered black, blue, red and green on the background and

used yellow, pink, etc on the light areas. And it shows one small photo of the drawing. Then I

applied a solvent and touched up areas. Then showing a beautiful completed photo. I would have

appreciated to see way more steps and photos.If you're a beginner I would recommend to start

drawing and watching online tutorial videos. With the videos you can watch the artist drawing and

pause the video while trying to recreate what they are doing. Once you understand color better and

how to make decent looking drawings then look into this book.I don't know who would disagree with

me about that. You should be able to draw a decent drawing with colored pencils BEFORE you try

to create ultra realistic effects.
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